BOARD OF REGENTS POLICY:
Namings and Renamings

SECTION I. SCOPE.

The policy governs the namings, renamings, and retention of namings of significant University of Minnesota (University) assets, including:

(a) honorary namings (Section IV);
(b) namings associated with gifts or sponsorships (Section V);
(c) other namings (Section VI);
(d) renamings and revocation of namings (Section VII); and
(e) the retention of namings (Section VIII).

SECTION II. GUIDING PRINCIPLES.

The following principles shall guide the namings, renamings, and retention of namings of significant University assets:

(a) **Community and belonging** - The University is committed to fostering a welcoming community that values accessibility, equity, diversity, and dignity in people and ideas as stated in Board of Regents Policy: *Equity, Diversity, Equal Opportunity, and Affirmative Action*.

(b) **Preservation** - The University acknowledges the full, living history that formed it. Before a decision is made to name, rename, revoke, or retain a naming, care shall be taken that the process includes broad conversation; does not erase historical moments, persons or places; and makes room for voices held silent in the past.

(c) **Exceptionality** - The naming, renaming, revocation, or retention of a naming to honor an individual or non-University entity's contribution to the University is a serious matter and should be undertaken with great care; exemplify the University's mission, guiding principles, and standards for integrity as defined by Board of Regents Policy: *Mission Statement* and Board of Regents Policy: *Code of Conduct*; advance the evolving landscape of University history and achievement, and consider the impact to University history.

(d) **Deliberation** - Each request for consideration of a naming, renaming, revocation, or retention of a naming shall be considered on its own through a careful, informed, inclusive, and deliberative approach that reflects the University's consultative and collaborative decision-making process; ensures the proper review and approval of all naming proposals; and preserves confidentiality consistent with applicable law.
Change - Change across the University occurs continuously and the understanding and interpretation of campus history can also change over time. Consistent with the University’s mission and guiding principles as defined by the Board of Regents (Board), the University benefits from examining its own long-standing history and traditions and will consider questions raised about namings granted by this policy.

SECTION III. DEFINITIONS.

Subd. 1. Significant University Assets.
Significant University assets shall mean tangible or intangible resources of the University that are of significant prominence or visibility. Assets include but are not limited to the following: colleges and schools; University-level academic programs, centers, and institutes; and buildings, significant portions of buildings, grounds, physical structures, streets, and areas.

Subd. 2. Donor.
Donor shall mean a person or entity transferring money or other property to the University or one of its recognized foundations in connection with a naming, whether or not the donor is the subject of the naming.

Subd. 3. Gift.
Gift shall mean a transfer of, or promise to transfer, money or other property to the University without reciprocal benefit to the donor.

Subd. 4. Sponsor.
Sponsor shall mean a person or entity entering into a sponsorship.

Subd. 5. Sponsorship.
Sponsorship shall mean a contract involving the provision of funds or other support with the expectation of returned benefits, public acknowledgement, or promotional opportunity.

Subd. 6. Street.
Street shall mean any private road or driveway as defined in the Regents of the University of Minnesota Traffic Regulations Ordinances.

SECTION IV. HONORARY NAMINGS

Significant University assets may be named in honor of an individual or a non-University entity to recognize service, dedication, or meritorious contributions to the institution when the naming is not associated with a gift or sponsorship. Honorary namings shall remain for a duration of 75 years, unless retained as described in Section VIII of this policy.

Subd. 1. Naming of Colleges, Schools, and University-Level Academic Programs.
These assets may be named in honor of an individual or non-University entity.

(a) Approval. The Board reserves to itself authority to name, rename, or revoke the honorary naming of these assets.

(b) Management. The Senate All-University Honors Committee (Honors Committee) manages the process and submits recommendations to the president, who makes recommendations to the Board. Review procedures and criteria that align with Section II of this policy shall be maintained by the Honors Committee and approved by the president.
Subd. 2. Naming of Departmental Chairs.
A departmental chair may carry an honorary naming.

(a) Approval. The president or delegate approves this naming, with concurrence of departmental chairs.

(b) Management. The relevant unit manages this naming process.

Subd. 3. Naming of Buildings and Other Significant University Assets.
Buildings and other significant University assets may be named in honor of an individual or non-University entity. A building may not be named for a current University employee.

(a) Approval. The Board reserves to itself authority to name, rename, or revoke the honorary naming of buildings and other significant University assets.

(b) Management. The Honors Committee manages the process and submits recommendations to the president, who makes recommendations to the Board. Review procedures and criteria that align with Section II of this policy shall be maintained by the Honors Committee and approved by the president.

Subd. 4. Naming of Significant University Assets for Regents or Regents Emeriti.
Significant University assets may not be named in honor of current or former members of the Board except as provided in Section V of this policy. Such gift related namings may not include the title “Regent” or “Regent Emeritus.”

Subd. 5. Naming of Buildings for Past Presidents.
The University may name buildings for past presidents. Consideration of a naming may not take place while a past president is employed by the University.

(a) Approval. The Board reserves to itself authority to name, rename, or revoke the naming of buildings for past presidents.

(b) Management. The chair of the Board convenes a committee with representatives from the Board, the Faculty Consultative Committee, and the Honors Committee to develop a recommendation. This recommendation shall be forwarded to the Honors Committee for information prior to submission to the Board for final action.

Subd. 6. Naming of Separate Building Parts.
Separate building parts that are not significant University assets may be named in honor of an individual or a non-University entity. An independent committee of the relevant academic or administrative leadership and building occupants shall manage and approve the namings.

SECTION V. NAMINGS ASSOCIATED WITH GIFTS OR SPONSORSHIPS.

University assets may be named for individuals or non-University entities to recognize significant gifts or as part of a sponsorship. Namings associated with gifts or sponsorships shall remain for the useful life of the physical campus feature or academic endeavor, unless otherwise negotiated under contract, and subject to Board approval. Colleges, schools, academic programs, centers, or institutes are not usually named for commercial entities; if the name of a commercial entity is to be considered, Board approval is required.
Subd. 1. Naming of Endowed Chairs, Professorships, Faculty Fellowships, and Other Positions.
The University seeks and welcomes private financial support for endowed chairs, professorships, faculty fellowships, and other positions that provide scholars or other leaders a continuous and reliable source of support to pursue their teaching, research, outreach, or other relevant activities. Awards established in these categories shall typically carry the name of the donor, of a person or institution designated by the donor, or of a person in whose name the University seeks funds to endow the award.

(a) Approval. The president or delegate approves the naming of a chair, professorship, faculty fellowship, or other position.

(b) Management. The relevant college, unit, or department establishes and manages the process for chairs, professorships, faculty fellowships, and other positions. Proposals to establish one of these institutional awards shall specify the conditions of the naming, the activities to be supported by the gift or sponsorship, and the amount of the endowment or the annual level of funding.

(c) Candidates. The University shall have sole authority to appoint the holders of endowed chairs, professorships, faculty fellowships, and other positions.

(d) Provisions.
  (1) Restrictions on the Use of Title. Chairs, professorships, faculty fellowships, and other positions shall not include such terms as University, distinguished, or the title Regents Professor. These titles are conferred only by the Board.
  (2) Level of Endowment.
    (i) Endowment for Chairs. A chair may be established when $2 million or more has been placed in an endowment that provides in perpetuity the annual funds needed for support of the chair. Alternatively, a chair may be established if a minimum of $200,000 per year for 10 years is provided by the donor to spend for the chair’s designated purpose.
    (ii) Endowment for Professorships. A professorship may be established when $1 million or more has been placed in a permanent endowment. Alternatively, a professorship may be established when a minimum of $100,000 per year for 10 years is provided by the donor to spend for the professorship’s designated purpose.
    (iii) Endowment for Faculty Fellowships. A faculty fellowship may be established when $500,000 or more has been placed in a permanent endowment for the faculty fellowship. Alternatively, a faculty fellowship may be established when a minimum of $50,000 per year for 10 years is provided by the donor to spend for the faculty fellowship’s designated purpose.
    (iv) Other Named Positions. Other named positions may be established from time to time through endowed gifts or minimum annual funding levels as determined by the University.

Subd. 2. Naming of Colleges, Schools, Buildings, and Other Significant University Assets.
These assets may be named to recognize gifts or as part of a sponsorship. No commitment regarding namings associated with gifts or sponsorships shall be made to the donor or sponsor prior to the applicable University review and approval.

(a) Consultation. Prior to entering into substantive discussions or making an oral or written commitment regarding a naming to a donor or sponsor, any individual acting on behalf of the University or a recognized University foundation shall (1) inform the donor or sponsor of this policy; (2) consult with the president to determine whether the naming opportunity requires the review and approval process outlined below; and (3) consult with the recognized University
foundations as appropriate to determine whether the proposed naming meets the guidelines of the recognized University foundations.

(b) **Review.** A naming committee, with two representatives from the Honors Committee, representatives from the recognized University foundations, and relevant academic and administrative officers, shall review naming proposals and submit recommendations to the president. The president recommends namings to the Board.

(c) **Approval.** The Board reserves to itself authority to name, rename, or revoke the naming of colleges, schools, buildings, and other significant University assets.

(d) **Management.** For gifts, the recognized University foundations shall maintain guidelines to implement this policy in order to ensure consistency in the size of gifts relative to the significance of the asset being named. For sponsorships, the president or delegate shall ensure the consistency of the size of the sponsorship agreement relative to the overall significance of the asset to be named.

**Subd. 3. Other Namings Associated with Gifts or Sponsorships.**
University assets not covered by the definition in Section III., Subd. 1., may be named to recognize gifts or as part of a sponsorship, including but are not limited to the following: scholarships, fellowships, lecture series, or other named awards that may be established on occasion from endowments or annual minimum award amounts.

(a) **Approval.** The president or delegate shall approve the naming of these assets.

(b) **Management.** Recognized University foundations shall manage the process for the naming of these assets and maintain guidelines and criteria for these namings.

**SECTION VI. OTHER NAMINGS.**

This section shall govern the naming of significant University assets when the name is not in honor of an individual or non-University entity and the naming is not associated with a gift or sponsorship.

**Subd. 1. Naming of Colleges and Schools.**
A college or school may be named to reflect the relevant academic discipline.

(a) **Approval.** The Board reserves to itself authority to name, rename, or revoke the naming of colleges and schools.

(b) **Management.** The president or delegate makes recommendations to the Board.

**Subd. 2. Naming of Buildings, Significant Portions of Buildings, Grounds, Physical Structures, Areas, or Streets.**
These assets may be named to describe the academic or administrative purpose of the asset or to reflect a symbolic meaning appropriate for the asset.

(a) **Approval.** The Board reserves to itself authority to name, rename, or revoke the naming of significant portions of buildings, grounds, physical structures, areas, or streets.

(b) **Management.** The Honors Committee manages the process for the naming of buildings, significant portions or buildings, grounds, physical structures, areas, or streets and submits recommendations to the president. The president recommends namings to the Board.

(c) **Working Titles.** The president or delegate may provide a working title for buildings, significant portions of buildings, grounds, physical structures, areas, or streets during planning and construction and prior to official naming by the Board.
SECTION VII. RENAMINGS AND REVOCATION.

Subd. 1. Authority.
The University reserves the right to rename or revoke any naming if for any reason the naming is inconsistent with the University’s mission; jeopardizes the integrity of the University; presents risk or harm to the reputation of the University; or if the intent of a gift or the terms of a sponsorship associated with the naming cannot be fulfilled.

For all namings requiring Board approval, the Board reserves to itself authority to rename or revoke a naming, except that the Board delegates authority to the president to revoke a naming granted by the Board under Section V, Subd. 2 of this policy if the intent of the gift or the terms of the sponsorship associated with a naming cannot be fulfilled by the donor or sponsor.

Other namings not reserved to the Board may be renamed or revoked by the president or delegate consistent with the approval process for the specific naming as described in this policy.

Subd. 2. Request for Renaming or Revocation.
The president shall consider a renaming or revocation of any naming at the request of the Board. The president may also consider a renaming or revocation of any naming in response to a well-considered written request submitted by an individual or at the president's own initiative. Anonymous proposals shall not be considered. A well-considered written request shall address the factors described in Subd. 4 of this section and:

- the specific behavior of the individual or non-University entity after whom a significant University asset is named that is inconsistent with the University’s mission, jeopardizes the integrity of the University, or presents risk or harm to the reputation of the University;
- the sources and strength of the information of that behavior;
- the nature, depth, and extent of the present and future harm that the continued use of the name may inflict on the University; and
- how renaming comports with the principles described in Section II of this policy.

A request to rename or revoke a naming shall include only one significant University asset per request. Upon receipt of a request for a renaming or revocation of a naming, the president may make further inquiries to its submitters before making an initial determination whether the request should proceed. If the request proceeds, the Honors Committee shall examine and research the request.

Subd. 3. Review of Request.
A review of a request for renaming or revocation of a naming by the Honors Committee shall be guided by principles described in Section II of this policy and factors described in Subd. 4 of this section.

The University, the Honors Committee, and those involved in evaluating a renaming or revocation request, shall adhere to the standards of inquiry and discourse appropriate for an institution of higher education. As a part of the review, the Honors Committee shall invite comments from all interested members of the University community, including those who were impacted by the behavior in question or their heirs and the subject of the naming or their heirs. The Honors Committee should take care that the inquiry itself does not exacerbate the harms that are being considered. Where helpful, the Honors Committee should take full advantage of the expertise of members of the University community. Review procedures shall be maintained by the Honors Committee and approved by the president.
**Subd. 4. Review Factors for Renaming or Revocation.**
The Honors Committee shall consider the following factors as a component of their review of a request for renaming or revocation of a naming:

(a) **Advancement of the University’s mission, guiding principles, and shared history** - The Honors Committee should consider the impact of the naming to University history, and whether the current naming exemplifies the highest aspirations of the institution’s mission and guiding principles and advances the evolving landscape of University history and achievement.

(b) **Impact on the University’s diversity, equity, and inclusion goals** - In considering whether to retain or remove a name, the Honors Committee should consider how the advancement of the University’s diversity, equity, and inclusion goals are relevant in these matters.

(c) **The harm caused by retaining the name, and the harmful impact of the individual’s or non-University entity’s behavior** - This factor examines whether the individual’s or non-University entity’s behavior is inconsistent with the University’s mission and guiding principles, jeopardizes the integrity of the University, or presents risk or harm to the reputation of the University. The case for renaming is stronger to the extent that retaining a name creates an environment that impairs the ability of students, faculty, or staff of a particular gender, sexual orientation, race, religion, national origin, or other characteristic protected by federal law or University policy to participate fully and effectively in the University’s mission.

(d) **Strength and clarity of the historical evidence** - The case for renaming is strongest when there is clear and unambiguous documentation of the wrongful behavior by the individual or non-University entity and is weakest when the documentation is scant or ambiguous. The documentation shall also include the totality of an individual’s or the non-University entity’s public and private actions that factor in the affirmation of or against renaming.

The president may include other factors for the Honors Committee to consider based on the specific circumstances of the request. The president shall report those additional factors to the Board prior to the submission of the Honors Committee report, as outlined in Subd. 5 of this section.

**Subd. 5. Report of the Honors Committee.**
The Honors Committee shall submit a written report to the president that summarizes the renaming or revocation request, details how the guiding principles and factors were applied to the request and describes the committee’s findings with attribution to the sources relied upon for the findings. The president may ask Honors Committee for additional information and analysis if needed.

**Subd. 6. Board Action.**
The president shall submit the Honors Committee’s report and the president’s recommendation to the Board for action, including plans for contextualization to avoid the potential for erasure and to communicate historical information if renaming or revocation is recommended. The Board may request additional information before acting on the president’s recommendation.

If a request for a renaming or revocation is granted by the Board, the Honors Committee shall research and propose a new naming to the president, which promotes broad representation of the University’s history, mission, guiding principles, and achievements. The president shall submit the new naming to the Board for action.
SECTION VIII. RETENTION OF HONORARY NAMINGS.

Subd. 1. Consideration of Retention.
Honorary namings, as defined by Section IV of this policy, are eligible for indefinite retention when the honorary naming reaches 75 years since it was granted. At the president’s discretion, retention of an honorary naming may be considered three years before the naming’s 75th year.

The president shall consider the retention of an honorary naming at the request of the Board. The president may also consider the retention of an honorary naming in response to a well-considered written request submitted by an individual or at the president’s own initiative. Anonymous proposals shall not be considered. A well-considered written request shall be guided by principles described in Section II of this policy and factors described in Subd. 3 of this section. A request to retain an honorary naming shall include only one significant University asset per request.

Subd. 2. Retention Review.
A review of a request for a retention of an honorary naming by the Honors Committee shall be guided by principles described in Section II of this policy and factors described in Subd. 3 of this section.

For non-retained namings, the president shall request the Honors Committee to research and propose a new naming to the president, which promotes broad representation of the University's history, mission, guiding principles, and achievements in alignment with Sections II and IV of this policy. Approval of the new naming shall follow the process for that type of naming as defined by Section IV of this policy.

The University, the Honors Committee, and those involved in evaluating a retention request, shall adhere to the standards of inquiry and discourse appropriate for an institution of higher education. As a part of the review, the Honors Committee shall invite comments from all interested members of the University community. Where helpful, the Honors Committee should take full advantage of the expertise of members of the University community.

Subd. 3. Review Factor for Retention.
The Honors Committee shall consider the following factor as a component of their review for the retention of an honorary naming:

(a) Extraordinary impact on the University’s past, present, and future - The Honors Committee shall consider whether the honorary naming is so extraordinary that it should be sustained indefinitely beyond its 75th year. The Honors Committee shall consider if retention of the name serves as an exemplar of the University’s past, present, and future and the highest aspiration of the institution’s mission and guiding principles, including the University’s diversity, equity, and inclusion goals, and the evolving landscape of University history and achievement, that it should be sustained indefinitely beyond its 75th year.

The president may include other factors for the Honors Committee to consider based on the specific circumstances of the request. The president shall report those additional factors to the Board prior to the submission of the Honors Committee report, as outlined in Subd. 4 of this section.

The Honors Committee shall submit a written report to the president that summarizes the retention review, details how the guiding principles and factors were applied to the review, and describes the Honors Committee’s findings with attribution to the sources relied upon for the findings. The president may ask Honors Committee for additional information and analysis if needed.
Subd. 5. Board or Presidential Action.
For those honorary namings that require the Board approval, the president shall submit the Honors Committee’s report and the president’s recommendation to the Board for action. The president’s recommendation shall include plans for contextualization to avoid the potential for erasure and to communicate historical information if the naming is not retained. The Board may request additional information before acting on the president’s recommendation.

For those honorary namings that do not require Board approval, the president shall act on the Honors Committee report.

Subd. 6. Renaming or Revocation of an Indefinitely Retained Naming.
For honorary namings indefinitely retained, the University reserves the right to rename or revoke any such naming if for any reason the naming is inconsistent with the University’s mission; jeopardizes the integrity of the University; or presents risk or harm to the reputation of the University, consistent with Section VII of this policy.

SECTION IX. IMPLEMENTATION.

Subd. 1. Legal Review.
All gift agreements or contracts involving a naming are subject to this policy and must be reviewed by the Office of the General Counsel prior to approval.

Subd. 2. Administration.
The president or delegate shall establish and maintain administrative policies and procedures to implement this policy.

Subd. 3. Coordination.
The University shall ensure coordination in the following ways: (1) with the goals and priorities of the Systemwide Strategic Plan; (2) between the institution and recognized University foundations; and (3) between the fundraising and academic units in order to maintain alignment of institutional and development priorities and compliance with University policies and procedures.
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